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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
where f: R” --t R” is continuously differentiable. 
It is well known that in general the initial value problem for (1.1) does not 
have a global classical solution, even if the initial data are smooth. On the 
other hand, in the class of weak solutions (bounded measurable functions 
which satisfy (1.1) in the sense of distributions) uniqueness is lost. In order 
to select an admissible weak solution, several criteria have been proposed. 
A convex function q(u) is called an entropy for (1.1), with entropy flux 
q(u), if 
rl@), + q(u), = 0 
holds identically for any smooth vector field U(X, t) which satisfies (l.l), i.e., 
if 
+ arl a! _ a 
,~I aUj au, - au, ~ 
k = l,..., n. 
In [ 11, Lax proposes the Entropy Admissibility Criterion: A weak solution 
u(x, t) of (1.1) will be admissible if it satisfies 
(1.2) 
in the sense of distributions. 
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According to the results established in [ 11, in the class of genuinely 
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws the entropy criterion characterizes 
completely admissible solutions with weak shocks. 
The situation is different if (1.1) is not genuinely nonlinear; in this case 
the entropy criterion, for any particular entropy, does not rule out all 
solutions that are not qualified by the vicosity criterion. In order to 
overcome this difficulty, Lax [ 1 ] requires that .( 1.2) be satisfied for every 
entropy associated with (1.1). This picks out the admissible solution in the 
case n = 1. 
Dafermos [2] puts forward an Entropy Rate admissibility Criterion in the 
hope that admissibility will be dictated by a single entropy (see also [6, 71). 
A solution u(x, t) will be called admissible if there is no solution ti(x, t) with 
the property that for some t E [0, T], U(X, t) = zi(x, t) on (-co, co) x [0, r] 
and D, H,(r) < D, Hdr), where q(u) is a strictly convex entropy and 
H,(f) = jm rl(u(x, 0)df. -cc 
It would be interesting to establish the equivalence between the Entropy 
Rate Admissibility Criterion and other accepted admissibility criteria. In [2] 
the entropy rate criterion is justified in two cases: 
(i) the single equation (n = 1) in the class of piecewise smooth 
solutions; 
(ii) the system 
u, + P(O), = 0, P’(U) < 0, 
III--uu,=o 
in the class of piecewise smooth solutions. 
In order to investigate the entropy rate criterion, the system of equations 
of gas dynamics (n = 3), namely, 
UI + Px = 0, 
t’, - u, = 0, 
E, + (PU), = 0, 
(l-3) 
is the natural next candidate, where p > 0, v > 0, E = e + d/2, e =pv/y - 1, 
and y > 1 is the adiabatic exponent. 
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For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the Riemann Problem for (1.3). 
where the initial values are of the form 
Q(x, 0) = (I& 01, 4x, 01, P(X, 0)) 
= Q,(x 3 01, (l-4) 
with Q, arbitrary constants. 
We prove that, within the class of piecewise smooth solutions, the 
viscosity criterion and the entropy rate criterion are equivalent when y > 5 
and not equivalent when y < f . 
2. TEST SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS (l-3), (1.4) 
AND THE ENTROPY RATE CRITERION 
We begin by characterizing a class of solutions to the Riemann Problem 
for which later we will compute the rate of entropy change. These solutions 
will be piecewise smooth and centered, i.e., functions of < = x/t. 
DEFINITION. A test solution is a function (p(c), C(C), u(c)) defined for 
-co < < < co, which satisfies the following conditions: 
I. (43, u(t), P(O) are piecewise continuously differentiable and 
(u(ico), u(*m), P(foo)) = (u, 3 z’, ,P*>. 
II. At regions of regularity, (1.1) is satisfied in the classical sense; 
i.e., either the functions are constant or they are backward or forward 
centered simple wave, 
R: de + p dtl = 0, 
III. The states on the two-sides of any jump discontinuity (< = 6) 
satisfy the Rakine-Hugoniot jump condition which here takes the form 
5: e, - e, + y (q - Ll,) zz 0. 32&+e!L)“‘=u-‘. 
in the case of a backward or forward discontinuity, while in the case of a 
contact discontinuity, it reads 
T:P,=P,, u, = UI, u = 0. 
IV. Suppose x-,(r) ,..., x-,(t), x,(r) ,..., x,(r) are shocks of a test 
solution issuing from (0,O). j-n ,< Q 1~, < 0 < i, < < im. Let 
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(P 2kl U2k), (PZkf 1 f ‘2k+ I ) denote the states on the left and right of the 
backward shock xk (k = -n ,..., -1) and let (pzk-,, v2k-l), (pzk, vZk) denote 
the states on the Ieft and right on the forward shock xk (k = I,..., n). Then 
)i-k-,~~,(~,k-,~U2k-,)~~,(P2k~t;2k) 
<-%, k = -(n - I),..., -1) 
(when (pz “-,, u-~~-~)) # (pe2,,, c-~,,), we further assume 
(2.1) 
Q-2) 
where (P-~~-,,Y-~~-,)=(P-,u-)); 
ik<;12(P2k> t’2k) <I,(p u jci Zk*Ly Zk+l . k+l (k = i,..., m - 1) (2.3) 
(when (P 2m, u2,,J # (pzm+ ,, v2,,,+A we further assume 
kt G Jz(Pzmr VZm) < ~*(Pzm+ 19 bum+ I>, (2.4 j
where (P~~+~~~~~+~)=(P+J~+); 
i-,~~l(P-,,U-,).<l,(P,,U-O) if (P-,,u-df(Po,“-o) (2.5) 
and 
where (uO, po, C-J, (u,, p. , u + ,,) denote the states on the left and right of a 
contact discontinuity (at < = 0). 
The set of all test solutions will be denoted by K. 
The track of any test solution in phase plane (p, u) (i.e., the projection 
onto the plane (p, u) of its track in phase space (p, u, u)) consists of a 
number of arcs corresponding to rarefaction curves. End points of successive 
disjoint arcs are joined by shocks. We interpolate a straight line segment 
between any two such points and we thus get a continuous curve r- which 
joins (p-, v-) with (pot v-~) and a continuous curve r+ which joins 
(P+ 9 u +) with (p,, u +& Throughout, the curves r-, r+ will be called “the 
track of the test solution.” Let r- be given by the equation 
~=~(P,P~,u-,-,;P-,u-) and r+ by ~=~+(p,p~,u+~,p+,u+).Thus, 
v=v,* dh+(r,po, v*o;P~~ vt) 
dz 
is the projection of the track of the test solution onto the (u, p) plane. 
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For (1.3) we select as “entropy” minus the physical entropy s = log p + 
y log t’ - log(y - 1). The corresponding entropy flux is q = 0. With the above 
choice, the entropy rate takes the form 
E(U) = -Z,i,(s, - s,) - Z,i& -s,), (2.7) 
where Z, runs over all of the backward discontinuities of U and C, runs over 
all of the forward discontinuities of U, and s,, s, denote the values of s on the 
right and left sides of a discontinuity, respectively. 
Thus, in the present case, a solution 0~ K will be called admissible, 
according to the entropy rate admissibility criterion, if E(U)= 
Max,,KIWN. 
3. THE CASE y> i 
As shown in [3,4], the physically admissible solution of (1.3), (1.4) which 
satisfies the viscosity criterion can be obtained in the following way. We 
trace R’,,,(Q-) U$,,(Q-) and R’,,(Q+) U&(Q+) in the (p, u) plane. It is 
easy to see that these curves are monotonic and convex, as shown in Fig. 1, 
so there is a unique intersection point Q,. Let R,(QO), SJQ,,), Q,, denote the 
projections of NQ,), S(Qo), Q, on the (p, U) plane and let RJQ,,), S,(QO) 
denote the projections of R(Q,), S(Q,,) on the (p, b) plane. Here 
ZCQo): 
u = u. f (1 -P4Y2 4/zp;/2v . (p+IM2v) -p$7-“l’2Y)), 
P2 
P~v=Pov;, 
/ 
u = uo f (P -Po) 
c 
(1 -p2)vo 
s’Qo): 
1 
“2 
P+P2Po ’ 
V(P + lu’P0) = Vo(Po +P2P), 
p2- ‘/- 1, 
Y+ 1 
The tracks D- and D, of the physically admissible solution U(x, t) onto the 
(p, C) plane have simple constructions. Strippose p’po at r = 0; then 
D-(0+) is the chord corresponding to _S,,(Q-) (:,,(Q+)) if p. > p- 
(p. > P+) while D-(D,) is the curve R,,(Q-) (R,,(Q+)) if pa <P- 
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FIGURE 1 
(p. < p,). The curves D, are given by v = g,(p,pO, BFo;pr, u,), 8, = 
g&Jo, PO, co; Pr9 4. 
It is easy to prove that the physically admissible solution U(x, t) satisfies 
Lax’s shock admissibility condition [5]; i.e., for any discontinuity Uir 
i = 1,2, we have 
ki, > ui > liy? (3-l) 
where cr, and u2 are the speeds of backward and forward discontinuities, 
respectively, while 1, and A, denote the speeds of backward and forward 
characteristics. 
Conversely, any test solution that satisfies Lax’s shock admissibility 
condition (3.1) is certainly the physically admissible solution U(x, t). 
Now we will prove two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For the Riemann Problem (1.3), (1.4), if a test solution 
U = u satisfies Lax’s shock admissibility condition (3.1), then it maximizes 
the function E(U) over the set K, i.e., 
E(u) = l$y E(U). 
Conversely, we have 
THEOREM 2. If there is a test solution U = DE K which maximizes 
E(U) over K, then 0 satisfies (3.1). 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need the following lemmas: 
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LEMMA 1. We have 
dg-(P,P,, F-0; p-, V-J - 
dp dp 
dh-(p,p,, v-o; P-., v-) 
dp 1 
1;‘2 
dp (3.2) 
and 
&+(p,p,, fl+,,;p+, v ) ‘!’ - 
dp 1 4 
dh+(p,po, v+,,;p+,v,) “’ 
- 
dp 
dp. (3.3) 
Proof: Suppose pO > p- . Since h-(p,p,,v-,;p-,v-) is convex 
downward and using the global geometrical properties of R and S in the 
(p, v) plane (in [4, Sect. 2.2]), as shown in Fig. 2, we deduce that v = 
h-(p,p,,u-,;p-,u-) and v=g-(p,p,,fi-,;p-,c-) coincide, which 
proves the assertion of the lemma, 
Now suppose p. < p- . Using the global geometrical properties of R and S 
in the (u, p) plane (in [4, Sect. 2.3) whose relative position, for y > $, is 
s.own in F_ig. 3, we observe that for any given Q*, there is no point on 
R,(Q*) n $,(Q*) with p < p*, which yields the assertion for this case also. 
One can prove the second inequality in the same way. 
Using Lemma 1, we get 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that PO, p,, are respectively the values of pressure at 
< = 0 for the physically admissible solution B and any test solution U. Then 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
LEMMA 3. We have 
dp 
(3.4) 
and 
dg+(p,p,,fi,,;P+,V+) 
& 
dh+(p,p,,~+,;p+J’+) 
& 
dp. (3.5) 
ProoJ When p,, > p-, (3.4) obviously holds as an equality. When 
Po<P-7 
dg-(p,p,, Be,;p-, v-) 
dp 
dp = 0, 
so we need only prove 
dh-(p,p,, u-,;P-, K) 
dp 
dp Q 0. (3.6) 
It is easy to see that v = h-(p, po, V-,; p-, u-) consists of several 
segments of R and chords of S (of course, it may reduce into one R curve or 
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one chord of S) in sequence. Using the global geometrical properties of R 
and S in the (p, t.) plane, as shown in Fig. 2, we deduce that along every 
segment of S, s is decreasing when p is decreasing, so that (3.6) holds. 
The proof of (3.5) is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Taking into account Lemmas 2 and 3 and noting 
that if pO ,< & ( p- , 
dg-(p,&,, v’-,;p-, u-) - 
dp 
dg-(p,p,,L,;p-,u-) = - 
4 
dp = 0, 
while if pO<p- <j&,, 
dg-(p,&,,v’,;p-, v-) - 
d’ 
dg-(p,p,, fi-O;p-, t’-) - 
d. 
dp 2 0, 
dp = 0, 
and that we have corresponding inequalities for g,, we arrive at the 
conclusion of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that a test solution U = OE K maximizes 
E(U) over K, but does not satisfy (3.1). Then, at least one of the following 
should happen :
(i) I&, cp- and ~=fi_(~,~~,~-,;p-,v-) 
contains segments of S. 
(ii) AOP+ and v=~+(P,~~,~+~;P+,u+) 
contains segments of S. 
Thus? 0 is not the physically admissible solution 0, so that, as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we deduce E(q > E(o), which is a contradiction. The 
proof is complete. 
4. THE CASE y < $ 
When y ( 4, Theorem 1 is no longer true. In fact, for any y < $, we can 
find a set of initial conditions and a test solution U’ E K such that 
E(V) > E(q), where il is the physically admissible solution. 
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FIGURE 4 
Suppose 0 consists of a contact discontinuity and a forward simple wave 
shown in Fig. 4, 
o= (u-, v-,p-) when-co (<GO- 
= (u-,au-,p-) 
= MOM W), P(t)) and<=(~)‘izwhen(~)1’2<~<( 3”’ 
= (U+,V+vP+) 
where a > 0 is a parameter to be selected later and u(r), v(r), p(c) satisfy 
u = u- + (1 -P4Y2 (au~)1!2p~~2v(pv-l/2Y -p~-l12v) 
P2 
9 
pvv = p-(au-)‘. 
Further, we assume I < p+/p- < k,(y), where k,(y) is the root of the 
algebraic equation 
(1 +iu2Y2 (k(y-l)/2v 
iu* 
- 1) k’! 2V(l + p2k)‘:2 = k - 1. 
We can construct a test solution_ U’ with the _same initial data by the 
following procedure. We trace S,(Q-) and S,(Q+) passing through 
(P-,x,u-)and(p+,v+, u,). By the properties of R, S in the (p, U) plane 
Qee [4, Sect. 2.3(iv)), we know that when 1 < p+/p- < k&), ~JQ,) and 
S,(Q,) intersect at a point Q,. The relative positions of R,(Q+), S,(Q-) 
and S,(Q+) are shown in Fig. 5. Thus, we get a test solution which involves 
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FIGURE 5 
a backward shock, a contact discontinuity, and a forward shock. Moreover, 
we have the following relations: 
u+ = u_ + (1 -P4Y2 (av_)l/2pf12y(p~-1)/*~ 4J--~~*~), 
P2 
(4.1) 
p+ v: = p-(au-y, (4.2) 
U,=U- - (PO -p-J 
( 
(;-+p;i;:) ‘:2, 
0 
*o=u+ +(Po-Pt) 
( 
(1 4) t’+ u-7 
1 Po+ru*P+ ’ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Uo,(Po +P*P+)= U+(P+ +P2Poh 
uo-(PO +P2P-) = c-(P- +lu’po). 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Setting p+/p- = k, p,/p- =x, we get from (4.2), (4.51, (4.61, 
1 
v+= - 
0 
l/v 
au-9 &? k+ru’x 1 “’ --. - 
k 0 
1 +/Lx 
‘+-x+p’k k 
at’- I L/ - 
O--G+-. 
Using the above relations as well as (4. l), (4.3), (4.4), we obtain 
x-l k-x I/2 1 
I/Zv 
Hr (x+p2)l/2 - (x+p*k)“* .a 
0 i 
+ (l +p2)li2 a1:2 (k’Y-t)/*Y- 1) =o. 
ru2 
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Now we compute 
E(U’) = - ;-:;I ( 1 
-1/z 
POG- log - 
0 p-v?. 
+ -vo+--t’+ 
( 1 
-l/2 
PoG+ log -. 
PO-PC P+C 
It is easy to see that E(U) has the same sign as the function 
G s (x + ,u~)‘~~ .log[x. (S)‘] 
+ (x +Iu2)l/2 kV2V a-112 .log[pJ) (4.7) 
where x, k, a are related by the condition H = 0. 
For any given 1 < k < k,(y), we can solve H = 0 to get x = Z(k; a). We 
define 
F(x, k) = (1 +cI~)“~ (k~v-,~,2v- 1)- k-x 
1 1’2v 
P2 (x + ,u’k)“’ 0 k 
We observe that F > 0 when x = k, F < 0 when x = 1 (see [4, Sect. 2.3(iv)]) 
and aF/Sx > 0. Therefore, there is x = f(k) such that F@(k), k) E 0. 
Moreover, 1 < f(k) < k and also F < 0 when 1 <x < f(k). Thus, 
x’(k, a) < I(k). 
Obviously Z(k, a) --t Z(k) when a + co. Then for any given 1 < k < k,(y) 
selecting a sufficiently large, we deduce G > 0 and this implies that 
E(V) > E(o)); 
i.e., in the case y < !, Theorem 1 is no longer true. 
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